Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Inflammation is a regulated process that occurs in response to injury or stress. Inflammation is also implicated in psychiatric disorders. Triggered by various internal and external stressors, inflammation is moderated by the immune system through a series of signalling pathways, particularly proteins like pro- and anti-inflammatory factors. Changes of some inflammation-related factors (IRFs) have been intensively studied and reviewed in relation to psychiatric disorders^[@CR1]--[@CR9]^. Furthermore, pharmacology studies suggest that inflammation may have a causal effect in the development of psychiatric disorders. On one hand, drugs that target IRFs have been proposed for treating psychiatric disorders, including major depression (MDD)^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^, schizophrenia (SCZ)^[@CR13]^ and bipolar disorder (BD)^[@CR14]^, particularly in a subset of patients with chronic inflammation^[@CR10]^; a recent meta-analysis of anti-cytokine treatment showed significant antidepressant effects^[@CR10]^. On the other hand, some current psychotropic drugs, including antipsychotics and antidepressants, have anti-inflammatory effects, though with inconsistent findings^[@CR15]--[@CR19]^.

The relevance of inflammation to psychiatric disorders suggests its potential as a suitable biomarker. A biomarker is defined as "any substance, structure, or process that can be measured in the body," which can "influence or predict the incidence of outcome or disease"^[@CR20]^ as well as the treatment response^[@CR21]^. Measurable in peripheral blood, IRFs have the advantage of accessibility. Currently, diagnosis of functional psychiatric disorders is based mainly on subjective interview. The addition of trait biomarkers associated with disease diagnoses can only improve the accuracy of diagnosis. Furthermore, state markers associated with specific symptoms or stages of disease can help to monitor treatment. Accordingly, it is crucial to explore whether IRFs can be used as trait and/or state markers of psychiatric disorders. IRF changes need to be associated with diseases, symptoms or treatment effects, and more importantly, such associations must be specific and reproducible to turn IRFs into biomarkers. Although dozens of meta-analyses have been published on IRFs in psychiatric disorders, the reproducibility of those results has not been thoroughly evaluated. Without comparing the studies from different disorders, the specificity of IRFs cannot be determined.

Here, we systematically reviewed meta-analysis studies of IRF changes in major psychiatric disorders. Through the evaluation, we found that meta-analyses with sufficient statistical power produced stable results. After filtering out the underpowered data, we identified IRF changes that were shared across disorders or unique to specific disorders as potential trait markers. We identified 30 IRFs showing alterations in at least one disorder. We also identified IRFs as potential state markers for specific types of patients with MDD, SCZ or BD in various comparisons. We discussed the missing aspects of existing studies and recommended future study designs needed to translate IRFs into biomarkers.

Systematic review of meta-analyses on inflammation-related factors in psychiatric disorders {#Sec2}
===========================================================================================

Hundreds of studies have been published on IRFs in psychiatric disorders in recent decades. Most of these studies have small sample sizes and offer limited statistical power, but statistics from these small studies can be pooled in meta-analysis, boosting power to detect true signals. Meta-analysis detects consistent changes across multiple studies. Biological or technical noises, errors and mistakes in individual studies are likely to be random and less likely affect the meta-analysis results. We chose to analyse meta-analysis publications to avoid much of the noise. We searched meta-analysis studies of IRFs in PubMed, Springer and Web of Science with the following search builder: ((((cytokine) OR ((chemokine) OR (Interleukin) OR (interferon) OR (tumour necrosis factor) OR (colony-stimulating factor) OR (growth factor) OR inflammat%))) AND (\#DISORDER\#) AND meta-analysis. \#DISORDER\# is one of the major psychiatric disorders: SCZ, BD, autism spectrum disorder (ASD), MDD, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), anxiety, suicide, sleeping disorder (SD) or obsessive--compulsive disorder (OCD). For growth factors, we selected only those known to regulate inflammation, such as IGF^[@CR22]^, VEGF^[@CR23]^, NGF^[@CR22]^, FGF^[@CR24]^ and TNF^[@CR24]^. The inclusion criteria were the following: 1) published in English before March 2018; 2) assessed circulating cytokine/chemokine/inflammation-related factor levels in plasma or serum samples or the central nervous system; 3) meta-analysis only. The studies involving patients of different treatment stages or symptom states (state-related) were analysed separately from the case--control studies (trait-related). We discarded two studies testing for the correlation between the IRF levels with depressive symptoms^[@CR25]--[@CR27]^ since their measurements were not compatible with the other differential studies. The literature selection followed the standard by Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)^[@CR28]^ (Supplementary Figure, SF[1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}).

We collected 43 meta-analysis publications on 44 IRFs in eight major psychiatric disorders. Data from 43 meta-analysis studies included SCZ (number of studies, *n* = 11), MDD (*n* = 16), BD (*n* = 6), OCD (*n* = 1), suicide (*n* = 2), ASD (*n* = 1), PTSD (*n* = 1), SD (*n* = 1), and cross-disorder studies (*n* = 4). Anxiety did not meet all our criteria for inclusion. One publication can contain meta-analyses of several IRFs in multiple disorders targeting different comparisons; therefore, we partitioned the data to serve two different analyses: trait marker analysis and state marker analysis (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Trait marker analysis targets IRF changes in undifferentiated case--control comparisons. State marker analysis targets IRF changes in patients with the same disorder but different clinical states. When a meta-analysis used patients with a clearly defined subtype or stage, like depressed, manic, acute, chronic or medicated, the study was classified into the state marker group. Otherwise, the analysis was classified as the undifferentiated case--control comparison. In those 43 meta-analyses, there were 24 trait marker studies, 6 state marker studies and 13 studies containing both trait and state analyses (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). We summarised the results from the meta-analysis, including disorders and IRFs studied, sample sizes, tissue sources, statistical practice (controls for the batch effect, covariate and multiple testing inflation) and major findings (details in Supplementary Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Most data were generated from peripheral blood without differentiating whole blood, serum and plasma; one study involved three IRFs in the brain^[@CR29]^, and four meta-analyses were analysed in both blood and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)^[@CR13],[@CR29]--[@CR31]^. The most frequently studied disorders are MDD, BD, suicide and SCZ. These four disorders were meta-analysed numerous times, giving us an opportunity to assess the stability of the meta-analysis results over time.Table 1Use of the meta-analysis publications for trait and state marker analysesTrait marker analysisState marker analysisUndifferential case--control studiesSpecific-type patients--controlsDifferent-state patientsBDMDDSCZBD (diff state)BT--AT\*PMIDMDDBDBD/MDDSCZPTSDSDSuicideDsEsMsAiCiBTMeUMAiCiFEPMeUMM--ED--ED--MBDMDDSCZ180059411193751711200154861216415811111218723391226873361234195451123428789123768870124704219124934179255298951255414931256781631258972281260658251261232421261408211261695731126169974112621067612654474912682588211126903140127214525111127898323111111111280701231128122130128338954111290888801291339551217961031223364361227491561111112420041812690326711111111112783821211111282851481284456901128612257111257422011**Sum**1451111125561111122311221166*BT--AT* before treatment--after treatment comparision, *Ds* depressed-state patients--controls study, *Es* euthymic-state patients--controls study, *Ms* manic-state patients--controls study, *Ai* acutely ill patients--controls, *Ci* chronically ill patients--controls, *BT* before-treatment patients--controls study, *Me* medicated patients--controls, *UM* unmedicated patients --controls, *FEP* first-episode psychosis--control, *M--E* manic patients--euthymic patients; *D--E* depressed patients--euthymic patients, *D--M* depressed patients--manic patients

Evaluation of the stability of findings by consistency in IRFs meta-analysed multiple times {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the reproducibility of published changes of IRFs in psychiatric disorders, we examined the stability of the reported changes in IRFs that were analysed in one of the four frequently studied disorders. Ideally, reproducibility should be measured by using replicates from independent samples. Independence of samples was problematic in this study because meta-analysis studies normally use most if not all available individual studies, including those used by previous meta-analysis studies. Therefore, the different meta-analysis studies of the same IRF-disease combinations cannot be considered independent replicates. We solved this problem by using stability as a proxy of reproducibility. Even though stability is not a true measure of reproducibility, we assume that stable findings are more likely to be reproducible than unstable ones. Through the stability evaluation, we learned that studies with high statistical power (\>80%) produced relatively stable findings. Therefore, we used statistical power to filter all meta-analyses and identified inflammatory changes that are likely to be reproducible.

By using the stability of the results to assess the reproducibility for the IRFs changed in BD, SCZ, suicide and MDD, we found that some findings in these meta-analyses were stable while others were not. For example, sIL-2R and sTNF-R1 were significantly elevated consistently in BD^[@CR32]--[@CR34]^. Some significant IRF changes only appeared in recent studies as more data became available. For example, the difference of IFN-gamma was not significant between MDD and controls in a study of 238 subjects^[@CR35]^, but a later meta-analysis that includes a total of 1470 subjects found IFN-gamma to be significantly decreased in MDD patients^[@CR36]^. IL-8 was reported to have no significant changes in MDD by a study of 560 subjects^[@CR37]^, but it was found to be increased in MDD in a later study of 3788 subjects^[@CR38]^. These conflicting results suggest that those changes can only be detected in larger sample sizes.

We hypothesised that the inconsistent results of the same IRF within the same disorder may result from underpowered studies. To test this hypothesis, we extracted the effect size measured as a standardised mean difference of every IRF in each disorder from those meta-analyses, and calculated their statistical powers by using G\*power^[@CR39]^ targeting *p* \< 0.05. Totally, 26% of the meta-analyses did not have enough power (\<80%).

For the IRF meta-analysed multiple times, 42% (16/38) of the tests showed inconsistent results in case--control comparisons. Totally, 67% (24/36) of the tests showed inconsistent results in state-related meta-analyses. After filtering out the tests with insufficient statistical power, only 16% (5/31) of case--control-related tests still showed inconsistent results. Totally, 48% (15/31 total, 4/10 of BD, 5/6 of MDD and 6/15 of SCZ) of the state-related tests remained inconsistent. Filter by statistical power clearly improved the consistency of the results by about 20% or more for both trait and state-related analyses. If two studies were completely independent, as each result has three possible states: increase, decrease and no change, the chance of two results having the same type of state is 11% (1/3 × 1/3). The observed consistency here (\>33%) is much higher than 11% even in the underpowered meta-analyses. This high consistency can be partially caused by the relatedness of data used in the two meta-analyses. But the overall pattern of consistency, particularly that improved consistency associated with filter by statistical power is very encouraging. All consistencies are higher than 50% after filtering. Case--control trait-related findings have 84% consistency. The results of SCZ and BD case--control comparisons showed 100% consistency. Trait-related findings are generally more reliable than state-related tests, which have consistencies ranging between 16% and 60%.

We looked into the inclusion and exclusion criteria of all the meta-analyses and noticed large variations: 37% of the meta-analyses required diagnosis with DSM/ICD; 20% of the studies required specific age ranges; 70% of the studies removed data without controls; only 20% of the studies removed duplicated data; 11% of the studies excluded participants with other comorbidities. Very few used identical criteria. The inconsistent use of inclusion/exclusion criteria could potentially increase the inconsistencies for the results of meta-analyses. But our analyses showed sufficient consistency for those well-powered data (84% consistency for the results of case--control comparisons). The inconsistent inclusion/exclusion criteria used by different studies did not destroy the findings.

Trait-related biomarkers {#Sec4}
========================

Reproducible findings in meta-analyses from well-powered studies {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the stability evaluation, we decided to analyse only the data from the well-powered studies because they were more likely to yield reproducible findings. We removed the data with statistical power lower than 0.8. We applied this filter to all data, assuming that all data including those tested only once will have better reproducibility. The single meta-analysis of OCD was filtered out because of the insufficient statistical power. Thirty-eight IRFs survived the filtering. Thirty of the 38 IRFs showed significant alterations in at least one disorder (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). All well-powered studies of IRFs (power \> 0.8) are detailed in Supplementary Table [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Table 2Well-powered significant changes of inflammation-related factors in psychiatric disorders and estimates of sample size required to achieve 80% powerFactorDirection of changeTissueConsistency in multiple studiesMedium effect sizeLargest sample size80% Power- required sample (*p* = 0.05)80% Power- required sample (*p* = 0.05/30, 0.0016)^a^Effect size based on reference (PubMed ID)*Major depressive disorder (patients vs. controls)*CCL11IncreaseBlood--0.4445413634029133955CCL2IncreaseBloodY0.964688307628122130 and 29133955CCL4DecreaseBlood--−0.3150726068029133955CRPIncreaseBloodY0.7519084812226065825 and 26169573CXCL4IncreaseBlood--1.03816266829133955CXCL7IncreaseBlood--0.637716817029133955IFN-gammaDecrease/no changeBloodN−0.48147011428828122130 and 20015486IGF-1IncreaseBlood--−0.4832711428826825882IL-10Increase/no changeBloodN0.38128318245428122130 and 22687336IL-12IncreaseBlood--1.23436204828122130IL-13IncreaseBlood--1.84616102628122130IL-18IncreaseBlood--1.72278122828122130IL-1RAIncreaseBlood--0.4525813032628122130IL-6IncreaseBloodY0.6291457017420015486, 21872339, 22687336, 26065825, 26169573, 28122130 and 28338954IL-8Increase/no changeBloodN0.42378814237420015486, 26903140, 28122130, 28338954 and 29133955NGFDecreaseBloodY−0.5510108822027898323 and 25897228sIL-2RIncreaseBloodY0.4788012030021872339 and 28122130sTNF-R2IncreaseBlood--1.17195205428122130TNF-alphaIncrease/no changeBloodN0.963077307628122130, 20015486, 21872339, 26065825 and 26169573VEGFIncreaseBloodY0.39175417243226123242 and 26210676*Autism (patients vs. controls)*CCL11IncreaseBlood--0.3224424463824934179IFN-gammaIncreaseBlood--1.04335266624934179IL-1betaIncreaseBlood--0.654946016024934179IL-6IncreaseBlood--0.3883517445424934179IL-8IncreaseBlood--0.4629012031224934179CCL2IncreaseBlood--0.2638638696424934179TGF-betaDecreaseBlood--−1.06251246424934179*Bipolar disorder (patients vs. controls)*IGF-1IncreaseBlood--0.533156016026825882IL-4IncreaseBloodY1.01825287023419545 and 23768870KYNAIncreaseCerebrospinal fluid--0.791094210028338954NT3IncreaseBlood--0.3846817445427214525NT4/5IncreaseBlood--0.534019023627214525sIL-2RIncreaseBloodY0.576168220623419545 and 23768870sIL-6RIncreaseBloodY0.4935411027623419545 and 23768870sTNF-R1IncreaseBloodY0.627986617423768870 and 23419545TNF-alphaIncreaseBloodY0.619856818023768870 and 23419546*Schizophrenia (patients vs. controls)*CRPIncreaseBloodY0.5382,9719423629088880, 23428789 and 26169974IL-12IncreaseBlood--0.98191307421641581IL-1betaIncreaseCerebrospinal fluid--0.751024812228338954IL-1RAIncreaseBloodY0.537110626621641581 and 18005941IL-6IncreaseBloodY1.33451219184218005941 and 24704219IL-6IncreaseCerebrospinal fluid--0.442416441028338954IL-8IncreaseCerebrospinal fluid--0.3521321353428338954KYNIncreaseCerebrospinal fluid--1.22152205028338954KYNAIncreaseCerebrospinal fluid--0.592897419228338954NGFDecreaseBloodY−0.63316936817028070123 and 27898323S100IncreaseBlood--2.0773882219375171sIL-2RIncreaseBloodY0.9691126307424704219 and 18005941*Suicide (patients vs. controls)*CRPIncreaseBlood--0.4545610632625541493IL-10IncreaseBlood--0.531289423625541493IL-2DecreaseBlood--−0.631336817025678163IL-4DecreaseBlood--−0.781084611225678163IL-6Increase/no changeBloodN0.3035327872625678163 and 25541494TGF-betaIncreaseBloodY0.672386815025678163 and 25541493*Post-traumatic stress disorder (patients vs. controls)*IFN-gammaIncreaseBlood--0.4915811027626544749IL-1betaIncreaseBlood--1.42542143826544749IL-6IncreaseBlood--0.881013349026544749*Sleep disorder (patients vs. controls)*CRPIncreaseBlood--0.1234,9431800450226140821IL-6IncreaseBlood--0.203339650162426140821^a^Assuming that 30 factors will be studied in one disorder, the *p* value should reach 0.05/30 to claim significance. "--" refers to single study without consistency check

We also examined the impact of tissue types on the reproducibility of findings. The single study on IRFs from the brain was under-powered^[@CR29]^. Five IRFs were significantly changed in SCZ patients based on CSF samples. IL-6 was consistent with the changes detected in blood while IL-1beta was inconsistent. Three others (KYN, IL-8 and KYNA) were not studied in blood meta-analyses.

Disease specificity based on cross-disorder comparison {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the specificity of each IRF in disorders, we investigated whether the change of one IRF occurs universally in all psychiatric disorders or only in some disorders by using only well-powered data. Whenever an IRF only shows a change in one or several disorders but not every disorder, we consider that it merits disease specificity. An IRF change is considered to be non-specific when all the disorders carry the same change.

We used the IRFs that changed for multiple disorders patients compared with controls to assess their degree of specificity. Thirteen of them were analysed in more than half (4) the disorders, including TGF-beta, IL-10, IL-1RA, IL-1beta, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, sIL-2R, sIL-6R, TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma and C-reactive protein (CRP). All these IRFs changed in some disorders but had no change or even opposite changes in other disorders. Among them, IL-2 is uniquely significantly low in suicide; IL-4 is significantly low in suicide, but high in BD; sIL-6R is uniquely significantly high in BD; sIL-2R is uniquely not changed in PTSD. IL-6 and CRP are the two most commonly increased IRFs changed in four disorders. The most commonly decreased IRF is the nerve growth factor (NGF) in MDD and SCZ.

The specificity of IRFs across disorders can reflect a similarity in the aetiology or pathology of disorders. Unsupervised clustering analysis on the presence of the changes of the 30 IRFs in the seven disorders showed an interesting pattern---BD and SCZ were closer to each other than the others, while suicide clustered with PTSD and SD (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This pattern matched the clinical similarity among these disorders and their genetic similarity, based on published genetic studies^[@CR40]^.Fig. 1Clustering of disorders based on alterations of 38 inflammation-related factors identified from sufficiently powered meta-analyses in blood samples.Red cells are the increased changes in disorders (effect size (ES) \> 0, *P* \< 0.05 and power \> 0.8); blue cells are the decreased changes in disorders (ES \< 0, *P* \< 0.05 and power \> 0.8); yellow cells are the not significant changes in disorders (*P* \> 0.05, power \> 0.8); white cells represent missing data, either not being studied or only an underpowered study in the meta-analyses; orange cells with question marks are those with inconsistent results. "\*" in the cells indicates that the significant changes are found in more than two meta-analyses. MDD, ASD, PTSD, suicide, SD, BD and SCZ have 16, 7, 3, 5, 2, 8 and 7 IRF changes, respectively

State-related biomarkers {#Sec7}
========================

IRFs that change at different states of disorders were also examined in the well-powered studies. Two types of studies have been used in state-related analyses, including ten studies that compared BD, SCZ and MDD patients at different clinical states with controls, and twelve studies that compared pre- and post-treatment patients. Quantitative differences in IRFs among states of diseases were observed.

Out of the sufficiently powered meta-analyses, the SCZ data have the same consistency (9/15, 60%) as BD (6/10, 60%) data, and are better than MDD (1/6, 17%) data when IRFs were meta-analysed multiple times. The pre- and post-treatment comparison is one of the major sources of inconsistency (3/6 in SCZ and 5/5 in MDD). For example, IL-6 has inconsistent findings in SCZ pre- and post-treatment comparison^[@CR41],[@CR42]^, but was reported to have consistent changes in several different states of SCZ: higher in acutely ill, chronically ill and first-episode SCZ patients than in controls. CRP is the only IRF that was reported to change in all three BD (manic, depressive and euthymic) states. But the depression state has conflicting results^[@CR43],[@CR44]^. Studies comparing patients with first-episode SCZ patients with controls contain the most consistent results as reported in the two meta-analyses by Miller and collaborators^[@CR13],[@CR45]^, many were also replicated by Upthegrove et al.^[@CR46]^ except for IL-4 and IFN-gamma.

The state-related data carry more uncertainty than trait-related data. We are particularly concerned by the frequent inconsistencies observed in the pre- and post-treatment comparison studies. Among these state-related studies, findings from first-episode SCZ studies are likely more reliable. All the results are shown in Supplementary Table [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for BD, S4 for MDD and S5 for SCZ.

It should be noted that our study was built upon meta-analysis results, which represented the consensus of multiple individual studies, less influenced than original individual studies by biological or technical noises or variations from individual studies. At the same time, meta-analyses cannot recover signals that may be missed by original studies due to technical limitations. Meta-analyses can be misled by systematic bias in individual data. Therefore, systematic investigation with better technologies and better experimental design has the potential to uncover IRF changes that we missed, or to disapprove a finding claimed here.

Better study design to translate inflammation-related factors to biomarkers {#Sec8}
===========================================================================

More research is necessary before IRFs can be used as clinically useful biomarkers. We noticed some major pieces missing in previous studies, mostly due to the limitations of technology and costs. Most of those studies focused on candidate genes, which do not provide system-wide information. Statistical procedures were commonly liberal, leaving more space for false findings. Since longitudinal studies are still rare, we can neither differentiate acute and chronic changes nor can we discern trait and state markers. Lastly, blood--brain comparisons may not be necessary for developing biomarkers, but such comparisons are important for establishing the mechanisms of psychiatric disorders.

Unbiased system-wide study {#Sec9}
--------------------------

Candidate gene studies contributed to answering specific questions in biology, but they frequently missed the big picture, without assessing the impact of the genes that changed the most. Candidate genes are generally not the top signals in genome-wide or system-wide studies. The bigger differences between cases and controls with better disease specificity are hidden in the systems and remain to be discovered. Therefore, the current candidate genes, including all the IRFs reviewed here, may not be the best genes for biomarker development. The other genes discovered from system-wide hunting may be better biomarker candidates.

The regulatory system that modulates inflammation remains poorly understood. Regulation of inflammatory responses occurs at various levels including genetic, transcriptional, translational, protein modification and protein interaction, and involves many signalling pathways^[@CR47]^. One GWAS of inflammation quantitative trait locus (QTL) identified some potential genetic regulators of inflammation^[@CR48]^. The omics-based approaches can help reveal more about these regulatory processes. Genomic and epigenetic methods have been applied to adipose tissue^[@CR49]^ and blood leucocytes^[@CR50]^, leading to the discovery of large inflammatory response networks. These studies have only scratched the surface of this complex regulatory system. More remains to be learned regarding the regulation of inflammation in response to both acute and chronic stressors.

Hundreds of genes or proteins are involved in immunity and inflammation regulation and should be studied in relation to psychiatric disorders. Only a limited number of them have been investigated in psychiatric disorders due to the constraints of methodology and resources. Previous studies were completed by using the enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA) or multiplex protein assays. Multiplex protein assay is a technology getting more attention recently^[@CR51]^. It has been used in studies of alcoholism^[@CR52]^, depression^[@CR53]^ and autism^[@CR54]^, with up to 41 IRFs examined simultaneously^[@CR52],[@CR53]^. The rapidly evolving mass spectrometry-based proteomics will soon provide more comprehensive coverage. The advanced technology will make system-wide studies of inflammation feasible in the near future.

Mandatory power analysis {#Sec10}
------------------------

Our analyses indicate that well-powered studies yield more reproducible results. Few studies reported statistical power. We performed power analysis^[@CR39]^ on the 427 meta-analyses of 44 IRFs done in the eight disorders, 318 of them (74%) have sufficient power ( ≥ 0.8), while the rest were under-powered. Sample size, one of the major drivers of statistical power, is a limiting factor for many studies. The good news from this study is that the sample size required to detect the differences in IRFs between patients and controls might be relatively small for many IRFs. Based on the median effect size summarised in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, if we want to test the 30 IRFs identified in this study at the same time in one disorder, the significance level can be set to *p* \< 0.0016. At that *p* value, 13 IRFs would only need \<100 subjects (50 cases and 50 controls) to achieve 80% power to detect a significant difference (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Certainly, since many of the IRFs have limited studies, their effect sizes in this table may be inflated. Independent testing will be needed.

Practicing strict experimental, analytical procedures and statistical criteria {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Strict quality control procedures and sufficient attention to covariance are critical towards reducing false-positive rates. From our review, we noticed that few existing studies paid sufficient attention to data quality control or statistical procedures controlling for covariates. Most IRF studies neither evaluate technical variances for their assays, nor did they report data-missing rates. These experimental factors can impact data quality. Standard requirements should be developed as common practice for IRF studies as they are for most genomic studies.

Covariates of many types should be considered. ELISA and the multiplex assay results can be easily confounded by technical artefacts, including batch effects (differences in the same sample measured at different times) and site effects (data collected from different machines may not be measured consistently). Ignoring the covariates for inflammation such as blood counts, BMI, sex and chronic stress levels can lead to false findings. The inappropriate management of covariates can misdirect meta-analyses. As shown in Supplementary Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, 93% of the previous studies did not address controlling batch effects for large sample sizes. Nearly 40% of the studies did not address covariates in their analyses. Collecting data from as many variables as possible and controlling them in analyses should be standard practice in future research.

Strict statistical criteria for defining significance should be consistently applied across studies. Many publications considered *p* ≤ 0.05 to be significant even when multiple IRFs were tested. With that, publication bias for the positive results likely occurred^[@CR55]^. In Supplementary Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, about 75% of the studies did not correct for multiple testing inflation. Genetic studies of candidate genes have produced a large number of false positives in small-sample studies due to loose statistical criteria. Some scientists propose changing the threshold of significance to a smaller and more debatable value like 0.01. Inflammation studies should consider implementing a stricter threshold to reduce the number of false positives. Small-sample studies are valuable to scientific literature as they benefit meta-analysis and large consortium efforts, particularly since collecting clinical data is very challenging and very expensive. But standardised common practices to ensure high-quality data are critical for these small studies too.

Longitudinal study for acute and chronic changes, trait and state biomarkers {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Acute and chronic inflammation can have very different impacts and consequences in aetiology and pathology. Many physical and psychological stressors, environmental insults including acute smoking^[@CR56]^, acute ethanol intoxication^[@CR57]^, long-term smoking^[@CR58],[@CR59]^, binge drinking^[@CR60]^, psychological stress^[@CR61]--[@CR63]^, diet^[@CR64]^, air pollution^[@CR65]^ and infection all can induce inflammation. The inflammation levels likely also fluctuate temporally due to environmental and circadian rhythm changes regardless of health status. Single-time- point measures could be misleading. Therefore, longitudinal studies with multiple time-point measures of inflammation in peripheral tissues are necessary to accurately assess the inflammatory changes. The economical and convenient methods of data collection need to be developed for longitudinal studies.

Biomarkers will be more informative if they can differentiate traits and states to facilitate diagnosis and differential diagnosis and monitor prognosis. In this study, we only had data to compare eight psychiatric disorders. Changes of IRFs are not limited to neuropsychiatric disorders; they are also reported in patients with cardiovascular and metabolic diseases^[@CR66]^, as well as cancer^[@CR67],[@CR68]^. Therefore, much remains to be learned about the specificity of each individual IRF as related to various psychiatric and non-psychiatric diseases.

State markers represent the status of clinical manifestations in patients^[@CR69]^. The clinical symptoms can change through the disease course while the diagnosis remains unchanged. To differentiate trait and state markers, we will need to examine patients of different episodes, illness or symptom stages, instead of lumping all patients into one case group.

A few IRFs were presented as potential state and trait markers. Our consistency analysis based on sufficiently powered meta-analyses suggests that trait-related findings might be more reliable than state-related findings so far. The state-related analyses have more inconsistent results than the trait-related analyses. More work remains to be done to accurately identify the state-related changes.

Peripheral vs. central nervous system {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------

Biomarkers of psychiatric disorders need to have biological relevance based on solid mechanistic understanding that will ultimately link blood and brain function. In our data, the difference of IL-12 levels in CSF between SCZ and controls was not significant^[@CR13],[@CR46]^; however, IL-12 significantly increased in the blood of patients with SCZ^[@CR13],[@CR45]^. We can reasonably hypothesise that inflammation could be tissue-specific. Tissue specificity may differentiate some disorders. The central nervous system may have a different inflammatory response than the peripheral tissue depending on the source of the insult. This may be particularly true in relation to the blood--brain barrier, which separates the central nervous system from peripheral circulation and responds to inflammation under its own regulation^[@CR70],[@CR71]^. A systematic evaluation of the similarity and dissimilarity of inflammation across tissues in different disorders is needed. Peripheral blood data are useful for developing clinically informative biomarkers, but the brain is the ultimate affected tissue of psychiatric disorders. Therefore, building the blood--brain relationship will be critical in proving the biological relevance and illustrating the biological mechanisms. Postmortem brain data are valuable, and the PsychENCODE project^[@CR72]^ brought more insights into the inflammation status of brains affected by SCZ, BD and ASD. However, resolving the causal relationships in the study of inflammation using postmortem brains will be challenging. Animal and cellular models will hold great value in understanding the regulation of inflammation^[@CR73]--[@CR75]^.

In summary, this systematic evaluation of inflammatory changes across multiple psychiatric disorders showed us the intriguing possibility of differentiating psychiatric disorders by using inflammatory biomarkers. Moreover, inflammation may have a large enough effect size that these biomarkers could be detected in relatively small sample sizes. We propose that a system-wide longitudinal study using strict analytical procedures could render effective and useful biomarkers.
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